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Colorful feather toys.

In the process of swinging the tumbler, the feathers swing up and down, giving the cat a 

feeling of bird hunting. 

Colored feathers are richer in color than ordinary brown gray natural feathers and can 

attract cats more.

The base is designed as a tumbler, which can stand 45 degrees or 60 degrees after 

falling. This will interact with the cat while playing. Cats like interactive toys, which can 

stimulate their hunting nature.

SiJinHaibf always makes safety a priority, which is why we design products to meet child 

safety standards; they do not contain small parts, long cords, or other hazards, ensuring 

the safety of both pet and child.

Reference Price by Seller Show More

Sold By View store

xiejianyu55594

5.0 (0)

30 Day Return & Refund

Shop with Confidence!

We want you to be completely satisfied with your purchase on Wish.

Return all products within 30 days of delivery if they are not up to

your satisfaction.

Learn More

SiJinHaibf Cat toys, Colorful Feather

cat Toys - cat Tumbler Mouse Toys, cat

Interactive self hi Toys

$11.42

4 interest-free payments of $2.85 with Klarna.
Learn More

Add to cart

Flat rate shipping

Ship all eligible items for $2.99

when you spend $10 on eligible items

Estimated delivery: Jun 13–25

Standard shipping $2.99

Flat rate eligible

Jun 13–25

Items are sold and shipped by xiejianyu55594

Get 15% off your first purchase with

code:
FIRST15
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